An algorithm is proposed in this paper that finds exact exclusive-or sum-of-products of an arbitrary function, provided the number of product terms is less than eight. If the number of product terms in the minimal expression is more than seven, then the algorithm detects it and heuristically returns near-optimal expressions. The algorithm is time and space efficient even for functions with many input variables.
Introduction
The problem of the minimization of exclusive-or sum-of-products (ESOP) expressions has attracted the interest of the scientific community for many decades, due to their advantages in some application areas of logic synthesis, design test, product term count e.t.c. 1 Although efficient heuristic methods have been developed in the past 1,2,3,4 , exact solutions for arbitrary functions of more than five variables, have not been practically developed 4 and this problem seems to be still open. ESOPs have been shown to require fewer product terms than the corresponding SOP expressions.
1 Moreover, both the space and time specifications are identical for LUT-based fpgas, effectively depicting ESOP minimization as an attractive complement of the current fpga logic synthesis process.
In Ref. 5 some theorems have been proved for testing whether a switching function can be expressed as an ESOP of up to five product terms provided that all exact solutions of its subfunctions are known. Moreover, based on these theorems, the exact solution of an arbitrary function of n = 4 variables can be obtained. In Ref. 6 some theorems have been proved for finding an exact ESOP of an arbitrary switching function of n = 5 variables. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this work was the first to efficiently solve the exact ESOP minimization problem for up to five variables.
In Refs. 7,8 another solution that finds exact expressions of n = 5 variables is given. That work is an improvement upon Ref. 9 . Other approaches for the exact ESOP minimization problem can be found in Refs. 10, 11, 12, 4. In Ref. 8 , results for up to nine variables have been presented but the algorithm is exhaustive, requiring a prohibited amount of time and it works if the number of the product terms in the exact expression is very small, with published results of up to four product terms. To the best of our knowledge, the exact minimization of ESOPs for arbitrary functions of five variables is still the only practical solution which is stated in the bibliography. A very good survey in the subject of ESOP minimization can be found in Ref. 13 .
In this paper, some theorems are presented from which all exact ESOPs with a number of product terms less than six can be obtained for an arbitrary switching function. Moreover, if the number of product terms is more than five and less than eight, at least one exact ESOP can be obtained. If the number of product terms is more than seven then a near-optimal expression is heuristically obtained.
A new operation, recursive combine is presented. An algorithm is then proposed that identifies exact or near-optimal ESOPs for a switching function f , depending on the number of product terms. The experimental results show that the time required for the minimization process is very small for an arbitrary function with many input variables, hence it is very efficient.
Furthermore, from the experimental results it is concluded that the time requirements for the algorithm are superior relative to the other exact minimization approaches.
Definitions
Let x j i denote x i , x i , 1 for j = 0, 1, 2 respectively.
where ⊕ means modulo-2 addition. An arbitrary ordering of the input variables x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n is assumed.
Definition 2.
An ESOP is an exclusive-or of zero or more cubes. A cube is a product term consisting of literals. A literal is a variable or its negation.
Definition 3. The weight w(f ) of a switching function f is defined as the minimum number of product terms in an ESOP among all possible ESOPs of the switching function f .
Definition 4.
An exact ESOP of a switching function f (or an exact expression for simplicity), is an ESOP of the function f , with the number of product terms equal to its weight. We also recall here some basic formulas.
3. Theorems Theorem 1. All exact ESOPs of a switching function f can be derived from its subfunction f j iff another subfunction f i of f is zero, with j = 1, 0, 1 for i = 0, 1, 2 respectively.
Proof: From (1) and (2), when one subfunction f i of a switching function f of n variables is zero, then the other two subfunctions are equal and f can be written as:
with e = 1, 0, 2 and j = 1, 0, 1 for i = 0, 1, 2 respectively. Subfunction f j does not depend on variable x 1 . Multiplying an ESOP g of f j by x 1 in any polarity, does not increase or decrease the number of product terms in g. From (3) we conclude that w(f ) = w(f j ) hence the theorem is proved 2.
Theorem 2. All exact ESOPs of a switching function f with weight less than six, can be obtained from the exact ESOPs of its subfunctions.
Proof: An exact expression of a switching function f can be written in the form:
where a, b, c ∈ [0, 1, 2], P ij is a product term and w(f ) = q + r + s.
Case 1 Let a = b = c. Then relation (4) can be written as
or f = x a 1 f j where j = 1, 0, 1 for a = 1, 0, 2 respectively, according to (2) . Hence the theorem is true for this case, according to Theorem 1.
Case 2 Let only two of the a, b, c be equal, e.g. a = b = c = a. Then (4) can be written as
Equation (6) is an exact expression of f and (2) . Hence w(f ) = q + r + s and w(f i ) = q + r, w(f j ) = s, since if there was an exact solution for f i , f j with w(f i ) < q + r or w(f j ) < s then there would be an expression of f (according to (2) ) with weight w(f ) < q+r+s which contradicts our assumption that w(f ) = q + r + s. Hence the theorem is true for this case.
Case 3 Let a = b = c = a. Since we have assumed that w(f ) < 6, at least one of q, r, s is 1, say s = 1. Then (4) can be written as
f j with i, j = 0, 1, 2 and
, there are according to (9) and (10) the following subcases.
In subcase 1, expression (9) is an exact expression of the subfunction f i and expression (10) is an exact expression of the subfunction f j . Hence two of the exact expressions of the subfunctions f i and f j of f have a common product term. Since all exact expressions of f i and f j are assumed known, we can identify the exact expressions (6) and (10) and produce expression (7) from these expressions.
In subcases 2 and 3, one of the expressions (9), (10) of the subfunctions f i , f j respectively, will be an exact expression, e.g. (9) for f i . Since all exact expressions of f i are known, then all their product terms are known. Forming for each such product term P 31 the function ϕ = P 31 ⊕ f j and using (10) for f j we obtain
The weight of ϕ according to (11) is w(ϕ) = r. It cannot be less than r since if it is e.g. w(ϕ) = r − 1 then according to (11) P 21 ⊕ . . . ⊕ P 2r would have weight r − 1 and w(f ) would be q + r according to (7) . But we have assumed that w(f ) = q + r + 1. If we can find all exact expressions of ϕ, having weight r, then for each such expression (11) we shall have an expression (7) for f . Hence, the theorem is true for this case.
In Case 3, the problem is reduced to finding all the exact expressions of function ϕ = P 31 ⊕ f j . We can easily see that the function ϕ has n − 1 variables (x 1 is missing) i.e. one variable less than the variables of the function f . It is also obvious that w(ϕ) = r < q + r + 1 = w(f ) < 6.
Consequently the problem is reduced to an equivalent problem of another function with fewer variables and less weight. Recursively we reach an equivalent problem for a function g with fewer variables and weight equal to one. This function g is a product term function.
Moreover, the depth of the recursion in Case 3 is less than five, because w(f ) < 6 and at each recursion step the weight is reduced by at least one. Hence the computational cost is not high 2.
Theorem 3. At least one exact expression of a switching function f with weight less than eight can be obtained from the exact expressions of its subfunctions.
Proof: Every exact expression of f can be written in the form given in (4). The following three cases exist. Case 3 a = b = c = a. Then (4) can be written as:
The following two functions are formed:
Without loss of generality, w(f a ) ≥ w(f b ) and q ≥ r ≥ s can be assumed. Hence, since w(f ) < 8, s ≤ 2, w(f a ) ≤ 6 and w(f b ) ≤ 4. Let g a ,g b be exact expressions of functions f a ,f b respectively. According to the weights w(f a ), w(f b ), the following four subcases exist.
Then an exact expression of f is obtained from functions g a , g b in the form:
and w(f a ) = 6. Since q + r + s < 8 and w(f a ) = 6 ≤ q + s, then s = 1 and both (13) and (14) are exact expressions of f a ,f b respectively.
All exact expressions of function f b can be obtained with the help of Theorem 2. For every product term p of function g b , a new function g = g a ⊕ p is formed. Also, function g comprises all the product terms of g b except p. Weight w(g) cannot be less than q since then, w(f ) < q + r + s, which cannot hold because (4) is an exact expression for function f . At least one of the new functions g will have w(g) = q, because at least one of the product terms p will be P 31 . In this case, w(g) = w(P 11 ⊕· · ·⊕ P 1q ⊕ P 31 ⊕ P 31 ) = q and an exact expression is obtained for function f in the form:
According to Theorem 2, all exact expressions of functions f a ,f b can be obtained, since w(f a ) < 6 and w(f b ) < 6.
[a] Let s = 1. Then both (13) and (14) are exact expressions for f a ,f b respectively. An exact expression for function f in the form of (12) is then obtained by detecting the common product term P 31 in the functions g a ,g b .
[b] Let s = 2. Then one of the equations (13), (14) is an exact expression for functions f a ,f b respectively, since otherwise w(f a )+w(f b ) = w(f ). Without loss of generality, let (13) be an exact expression for function f a . Let p 1 ,p 2 be two product terms from function g a . A new function g = g b ⊕ p 1 ⊕ p 2 is then formed. Also, function g comprises all the product terms of function g a except p 1 , p 2 .
Weight w(g) cannot be less than r, since then w(f ) < q + r + s which cannot hold since (4) is an exact expression of function f . At least one of the new functions g will have w(g) = r, because at least one product term pair p 1 , p 2 will be equal to P 31 , P 32 . Then an exact expression is obtained for function f in the form:
Subcase 4 w(f a ) + w(f b ) = w(f ) + 2. Then equations (13), (14) are exact expressions for functions f a ,f b respectively. Since s ≤ 2, then w(f a ) < 6, hence all exact expressions of functions f a ,f b can be obtained with the help of Theorem 2. An exact expression for function f in the form of (4) is then obtained by detecting the two common product terms P 31 ,P 32 in functions g a ,g b .
For all possible w(f a ), w(f b ), at least one exact expression is obtained for f . Hence the theorem is proved.
As in Theorem 2, the exact expressions of a function with less variables and less weight have to be obtained. Since the weight of the newly formed function g in Case 3, Subcases 2 and 3b cannot be more than five if an exact expression for f is to be obtained from it, the exact expressions of g can be obtained with the help of Theorem 2 2. 
Algorithm Outline
Based on the above theorems, an algorithm was designed and implemented that finds the minimal modulo-2 sum of products of any function with a number of product terms less than eight.
At first, subfunctions f 0 , f 1 , f 2 are generated from the given function. For each subfunction, its corresponding subfunctions are recursively generated, essentially forming a rooted ternary tree, called the generation tree, where every node's children are its subfunctions. The recursion ends when a subfunction is either 0 or 1. This decomposition is performed according to a variable ordering x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n , hence the i-th level from the root comprises functions of variables x i+1 , x i+2 , . . . , x n .
Each function is represented as a bit vector where each bit declares the presence or the absence of a specific minterm. This very redundant representation requires an exponential, relatively to the number of variables, number of bits but has some interesting properties. For an n-bit vector, the n 2 most significant bits represent f 1 and the rest represent f 0 . f 2 can easily be generated by f 1 ⊕ f 0 . Similarly, when we wish to calculate x i f with the n-bit vector − → v of f given, we create a 2n-bit vector with the n most significant bits zeroed and the rest equal to − → v when i = 0, the n least significant bits zeroed and the rest equal to − → v when i = 1, and both n-bit groups equal to − → v when i = 2.
Starting from the leaves, all exact expressions of each node are created. When a child is zero, the exact expressions are generated from the non-zero child, simply by multiplying with the corresponding level variable. This step is named Simple Combine and corresponds to Corollary 1. It is depicted in Algorithm 1.
When all three children are non-zero, then the following two processing steps take place.
Complex Combine Let two subfunctions f i , f j , with k i , k j minimum ESOPs respectively. Let e l , e m be two expressions from these k i , k j minimum ESOPs. A new ESOP e is created with the terms of e l multiplied by x i and the terms of e m multiplied by x j . Each common product term p of e l , e m is excluded from the above calculation and x n p is added to e. It is known that i, j, n ∈ [0, 1, 2] and i = j = n = i. This processing step is named Complex Combine and corresponds to Corollaries 2 and 3. It is applied three times, for subfunction pairs (
and is depicted in Algorithm 2.
Recursive Combine Let two subfunctions f i , f j and e m an exact expression for f i . For every function g 1 formed from 1 or 2 product terms of e m , all exact expressions for function g = g 1 ⊕ f j are calculated. If w(g) + w(f i ) = W (f ), where W (f ) is the weight of f as found up until that moment, then a number of k new ESOPs h l are generated for f , where k is the number of minimum ESOPs in g.
Each h
l contains the product terms of e m (excluding term p) multiplied by x i , function g 1 multiplied by x n and the product terms of the l-th ESOP of g multiplied by x j . It is known that i, j, n ∈ [0, 1, 2] and i = j = n = i.
This processing step is named Recursive Combine and corresponds to Corollary 4. It is applied six times for subfunction pairs (
and is depicted in Algorithm 3.
The implied recursion is indirect, since the operation Recursive Combine requires the exact expressions of function g, the calculation of which may require the operation Recursive Combine.
Only cases which, according to Theorems 2 and 3, can produce exact expressions are evaluated. These cases for a subfunction pair (f a , f b ) and weight pair (w(f a ), w(f b )) are given below. Moreover, only for the weight pairs (5, 3), (4, 4), (4, 3) need the subfunction g 1 consist of 2 product terms. For each of the generated ESOPs e, the following 3 cases exist. If the number of product terms of e (W 1 ) is smaller than the weight of f , as found up until that moment (W 2 ), then all product terms already generated for f , are discarded and e is added. If W 1 is larger that W 2 then e is discarded. Finally, if W 1 = W 2 then e is added to the list of exact ESOPs for f .
The proposed algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 4. Its implementation is available upon request.
Experimental Results
A number of random functions were automatically generated in order to test the efficiency of the algorithm. Two different function sets were generated in order to test the execution times for minimizing functions with weight up to five, and up to seven. Figures 1 and 2 . The measured memory requirements of the algorithm are insignificant for the provided results and mainly correspond to the minterm formulation adopted. The memory utilized was less than 4MB in the worst case.
Comparing the performance with that of another approach for exact ESOP minimization 8 , the results obtained are clearly superior. In Ref. 8 , on an HP 9000 Model 720 with 64MB of memory, functions with n = 8 and m = 3, 4, 5 require about 110, 700 and 1400 seconds to compute while functions with n = 9 and m = 3, 4 require 790 and 3600 seconds respectively.
In Ref. 4 , exact ESOPs are obtained for n = 8 and m = 11, but the exactness is proved by a comparison with a lower bound estimation and the method does not guarantee minimality.
To the best of our knowledge, no published results of exact ESOPs for switching functions with more than nine variables exist. 
Conclusion
In this correspondence, some theorems have been proved from which at least one exact ESOP of a switching function f is obtained, provided that the number of product terms in the exact expression is less than eight. Otherwise, a near-optimal expression is obtained. An algorithm is then proposed that verifies the theoretical results. From the experimental results it is concluded that the algorithm is very efficient even for a function with relatively many variables. for esops e in f i do n = new esop for f for terms t in e do add new term t n = t · x j in n endfor endfor end Algorithm 2: complex combine(func f i , func f j , func f , int k, int m) begin for esops c i in f i do for esops c j in f j do n = new esop for f for terms t in e i do add new term t n = t · x k in n endfor for terms t in e j do if t · x k is already in n then replace term t · x k with t n = t · (x k ⊕ x m ) else add new term t n = t · x m in n endif endfor endfor endfor end 
